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SHANGHAI WELCOMES 28TH FFSI WORLDWIDE CONFERENCE 2009

FFSI Member in Shanghai, China (SHANGHAI ASIAN DEVELOPMENT INT’L TRANS PU DONG CO. LTD.) will host the 28th FFSI Worldwide
Conference that is going to be held on March 23-25, 2009 at the JW Marriott Hotel Shanghai. This is the message from Shanghai ADP
Int’l President Mr Yu Sheng Lao:
We are delighted to be the host company holding the 28th FETA Freight Systems International Worldwide Conference 2009. On behalf
of Shanghai Asian Development Int’l Trans Pudong Co., Ltd., I am so glad to invite you to take part in this great and memorable conference, by which it provides us a platform for all participants to exchange their knowledge and business with possibility to demonstrate their
new achievements.
Inside this issue:
SHANGHAI, whose name literally means "on the sea", is one of the world's most beautiful cities, with a colorful
past, a frenetic present and a future that will see it eventually back on top of the world as a major international  Bangkok—9th
FFSI Sales &
financial and trading centre. Here, the total population is around 15 million, of which around 8 million live in the
Marketing
city. The foreign population numbers more than 30,000.
Shanghai is also a paradise for gourmets. There are over a thousand restaurants serving the famous 16 styles of
Chinese food, such as Beijing, Sichuan, Guangdong, Yangzhou, Shanghai, etc. There are also French, Russian, Ital- 
ian, English, German, Japanese, Indian and other kinds of foreign flavored cuisines, genuine Muslim food and
vegetarian food. In Shanghai you can have a taste of all the different kinds of food in the world.

No doubt, we will help ensure your visit to the city is as successful and as trouble-free as possible. Our staffs have
comprehensive local knowledge of the city and the culture. Again, I am pleased to welcome you to explore all
that Shanghai has and hope you have an enjoyable and profitable stay. Finally, I enthusiastically look forward 
with great honor to seeing you all in Shanghai in month of March.
Shanghai Huan Ying Nin!
Sincerely,
LAO, Yu Sheng
President
Shanghai ADP Int’l
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BANGKOK, READY FOR 9TH FFSI SALES & MARKETING MEETING
BANGKOK—ONE OF ASIA’S EXCITING CITIES

Bangkok

The Grand Palace

One night in Bangkok and the
world’s your oyster - so the famous song goes. Love it or loathe
it you cannot deny Bangkok is one
of Asia’s truly great cities. It is a
tourist mecca that attracts millions
annually. And as such it caters
well to visitors with a multitude of
activities and attractions supported by a good tourism infrastructure. It is also the economic
engine of the country, 20 times
bigger than any other city and
the modern heart of a traditional
country. Home to eight million
people, Bangkok (or ‘City of Angels’ in Thai), is a chaotic blend of
cultural and historic sights, humble
shop houses, sophisticated shopping malls, terrible traffic jams
and quiet backwater canals. As a
tourist you will certainly need a
guide. It is noted for its naughty
nightlife but is equally cultured
and refined, boasting some topnotch restaurants and hotels that
are affordable to all visitors.
The Grand Palace Complex is the
first stop on all tours. Top of all
tourist itineraries is the Grand
Palace and Wat Phra Kaew
(Temple of the Emerald Buddha)
unrivalled in their beauty, while
nearby relics such as Wat Po, with
its enormous reclining Buddha)
and Wat Arun (Temple of Dawn)
are fantastic photo opportunities.
Then there is the exemplary National Museum, Temple Mount and
Giant Swing all within walking
distance. In many ways Bangkok is
well designed for the tourist.

The Dusit area is a short tuk tuk
ride away with its grand avenues,
low-rise government mansions and leafy gardens, and here you will
find the lovely Vimnamek Teak Mansion, Throne Hall, Chitralada Palace and Zoo. As a guide, this tourist area is far more pleasant and
free of traffic so it is advisable to concentrate on this and the Rattanokosin area of the Grand Palace. Sandwiched between the two is the
other-worldly Khao San Road, a cornucopia of international humanity
with its bustling bohemian backpacker atmosphere. The Bangkok at
the centre of your tourist guide is found nearer Siam Square where
you will find the greatest concentration of shopping malls, and though
you may not have come on holiday to shop you will certainly end up

The Floating Market

snapping up some bargains. Take time out to visit the Jim Thompson
House down a small soi nearby to experience a typical elegant upperclass Thai house, fully furnished, as an interesting museum. The Sukumwit area is ‘ex-pat central’ and location of many of the hotels and fine
restaurants. Another similar area is Silom, which has some good nightlife and includes the notoriously naughty area of Patpong, which also
contains all the ‘knock off’ vendors. By day it is within walking distance
of Bangkok’s largest green space, Lumphini Park.
Then there are a host of museums across the city, and cultural day
trips. Escape the frenetic pace of the city and cross the fat meandering
Chao Phraya river to explore the many canals of Thon Buri and experience a Bangkok of days gone by. Further afield is the famous
Floating Market, while those wishing to see the best of Thailand’s fine
arts all in a day will be rewarded with a one-hour trip south to the
Ancient City. This themed tourist park has recreated all the best sites in
one location. There is also a host of themed parks for the kids.
By night you can experience a racy city and indulge in the nightlife,
be it an alfresco restaurant on the rooftop of a skyscraper or a pampering from a bar full of ladies which might turn out to be men! Shopping is a busy activity, from roadside souvenir vendors on Sukhumvit
road to the uber-chic Paragon Mall. Then there is the host of great
value hotels and the whole lot is presented with a famous Thai smile.
Almost all visitors to Thailand invariably pass through Bangkok and
many wish they had budgeted more time to really see the city properly. Recent improvements in mass transport systems has made the city
much more bearable to get around, and almost all services are surprisingly cheap. It also boasts a thorough network of trains, plains and
buses to the many far flung provinces of Thailand.

Bangkok has been selected as the
next venue for 9th FFSI Sales and
Marketing Meeting to be held from
15th to 17th October 2009 and it is
my pleasure to officially invite you
all to visit the beautiful country of
Thailand, and especially the vibrant
and exciting city of Bangkok. We
are all well aware of the current
situation in Thailand, but I know that
the Thai people will resolve all issues and by the time we reach October 2009, Thailand will extend its
very warmest welcome to all members.
For those who never visited Thailand, I strongly recommend that you
Steven Seah
add a few days of vacation time to
Managing Director
your visit either before or after the
Feta Freight Systems
S&M meeting and visit any of the
(Thailand) Co. Ltd.
beautiful resorts we have to offer,
whether in Phuket, Ko Samui, Phi Phi Island, Chiang Mai or any of the
other many destinations where you may experience beautiful
beaches or even Elephant Trekking through the jungle! So please,
block your diaries now for October 2009 and I look forward to
welcoming you all to our next Sales and Marketing Meeting.
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QUO VADIS ???
Dear friends,
2009 is well and truly upon us and, no doubt, we are wondering just what the next few months will hold for
our industry and our own individual businesses. Will (or has it already?) the economic downturn impact us in
ways we would have thought unlikely not so many months ago? What are the strategies we need to adopt
to protect the jobs of our employees and also our businesses? And so I ask “where are you going
to?” (“Quo vadis?”).

Chris Waterson

May I suggest that now is the time for us to realise the true value in our membership of FFSI. We are so
fortunate to be members of this global Association but only if we set about using it to our fullest ability.
Perhaps we need to make a conscious effort to re-commit ourselves to working within the Network. To find
those sales leads to share with one another. To do all we can to pressurise the airlines and shipping lines
into giving us the very best rates possible, and then to share these with one another so that we have the
tools to get out and sign new business because of good buying rates which can even lead to improved
profit margins. Greed will be our downfall but integrity in our dealings with one another will equally be
our success factor. To attend the Annual Conferences and Sales & Marketing Meetings where we get to
meet so many of our partners for the price of only 1 air ticket and 1 hotel stay. To sign 1 MOA (or more!)
to commit to trying to increase our business with one another. And to act at all times under the umbrella of
the FFSI Code of Ethics. Surely, with all of our combined talents operating in harmony and in a spirit of
sharing and cooperation we, the members of FFSI, will enjoy the success which all of our opposition companies will not see since they operate outside of a facilitator such as FFSI.

I believe we can all be positive about our futures and I am personally grateful that I have so many friends in FFSI who I can always call on for
that bit of advice when times are tough and lonely. I am committed to the benefits of my company’s membership of FFSI….I hope you are too!
Best regards,
Chris Waterson
FFSI Managing Director
Dear Friends,

Fred Berden

This to inform you that 20 February
2009 will be my last working day
at Star Freight/BRU. I got the opportunity of early retirement and
will now enjoy other good things of
life. I really would like to thank all
of you for the assistance and the
friendship I got, since we became a
member of FFSI in 1999. Of course
I will miss the daily operation work
in the office and the contacts world
wide especially during the different
conferences I attended, where I met
several friends. Maybe one day
we will meet again.
Please find the key contacts for :

Air freight at BRU airport:
exports : agnes_delaet@zieglergroup.com
imports : paula_gille@zieglergroup.com
accounting : ludo_buekenhout@zieglergroup.com
Sea Freight at ANTWERP Port:
Luc_audiens@zieglergroup.com
Sales Matters - Air and Sea, please send as from now to :
Luc_audiens@zieglergroup.com
Jacques_Van_Calck@zieglergroup.com
Again thanks to everyone and wishing you all the best for the future
and do hope that 2009 will not be too difficult due to Economical
situation. Please find my home emailaddress :
alfred.berden@telenet.be - Best Regards, Fred Berden

FAREWELL TO ALFRED BERDEN
- STAR FREIGHT / BRUSSELS
We all heard the confirmation that Fred Berden of Star Freight Brussels will retire from his position and the industry that he has loved.
Many people come and go in our industry but in Fred Berden the
Freight Forwarding industry in Belgium, Ziegler [Star Freight], FFSI
and all of us partners who have worked with Fred will most certainly
be much the poorer by his decision to retire.
Fred is a very special person who has displayed exceptional professionalism over many years whilst at the same time displaying a persona which has endeared him to many colleagues around the globe.
In terms of Fred's long term involvement with FFSI he has always contributed greatly to the networks philosophy as well as being a great
contributor to FFSI Conferences in both business and social terms.
Our loss will be to Fred's enjoyment as he and his good lady Martine
enjoy more time together, with the family and growing line-up of
beautiful grandchildren. Fred [surprisingly !! not really] enjoys a beer
or two which is fully understandable when you come from the home
of superb ale and I am sure that having a quiet drink or two with
close friends will be high on Fred's future agenda.
I personally will sincerely miss Fred as a friend and colleague as I
am sure will many of you also.
Best wishes for your retirement Fred and may you enjoy it greatly as
you have earned this special time in your life.

Ian Gorman - International Cargo Solutions Pty Ltd / Australia
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MEMBERS NEWS
AUSTRALIA
INTERNATIONAL CARGO EXPRESS PTY. LTD.

PAKISTAN
EXCEL FREIGHT SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENT

ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH SALES LEAD

The Board of Directors of International
Cargo Express Pty. Ltd. have appointed
Mr. Ronald Spahr as Managing Director
with immediate effect. He commenced
his employment with International Cargo
Express 20 years ago and has significantly contributed to the success of the
company to date.

There are many techniques to develop new business and generating
Sales Leads is one of the most effective techniques among them. However closing Sales depends on quality and quantity of the Sales Leads
generated by one agent and the devotion & efforts put-in by the
other/both to convert the Sales Lead into Sales. It means that the deciMr. Ronald Spahr will be responsible for sion of agents both at origin & destination to spend time as well as
the day-to-day management of the com- money to develop a trade lane holds the key to business development.
pany and he reports to the CEO and
Here I would like to share an experiBoard of Directors.
ence about achievement of business
Mr. Peter Timmerman continues as Chair- through Sales Lead(s) by spending time
man of the Board of Directors and CEO and money by two FFSI members.
and retains responsibility for Finance and
Ronald Spahr
We/Origin agent; Excel Freight SysAccounting as well as Overseas Agents.
tems, Pakistan initiated and generated
Sales Lead which was sent to Rogers
INDIA
IDS – France. We appreciate Rogers
HINDUSTAN CARGO LTD.
IDS France Team and specially Mr.
Gilles Kaba, who responded to our lead
Muhammad Hassan
HINDUSTAN CARGO LTD. MARKS 14TH YEAR
by putting their dedicated attention and
efforts towards securing the business. Rogers IDS Team spent countless
Hindustan Cargo Ltd. (HCL) celebrated its 14th year Anniversary in
precious hours to follow the customer by phone calls, getting appointDecember 2008. On this momentous occasion, the entire Corporate
ments for meeting, preparing rates offer / services with consistent
Office and Mumbai Branch took a group photograph.
sales support from origin agent; Excel Freight Systems Pvt Ltd, PakiWith business support from the Network, Hindustan Cargo Ltd. has stan.
grown from 90 employees in 2007 to over 250 employees in 2008
Eventually, the potential customer responded positively by showing
with 14 locations in India.
their interest and asked Rogers IDS to offer rates and services for their
Hindustan Cargo Ltd. Is confident that it will further strengthen its po- annual Tender Bid for 2009 from many origins. It was not so easy
sition in the forwarding space in years to come and develop business since it took many months, which resulted into winning the Tender Bid
Business for whole year, NOT only from Pakistan to France but also
that is mutually beneficial.
from India and Bangladesh origins. The volume of this business in 2008
from all three countries was around 1130 CBM by Air & 16138 CBM
by ocean FCL & LCL and almost same volume is expected in the year
2009.
The coordination and team work between Excel Freight Systems &
Rogers IDS teams was excellent during all the time, which brought the
result with reward of new business to both of our companies and even
for other two / 02 origins i.e. India and Bangladesh. I am sure each
of us within FFSI Network has very strong knowledge about the respective markets & products. I surely did not intend to reinvent the wheel
here also, but to share our experience with the whole FFSI fraternity to
serve as a motivational tool.
The other important message I intend to convey that no Sales Lead(s)
should be put aside just on the assumption that the potential customer is
big in business size / volume and will not entertain our rates / services.
Please remember that Good (SEX) needs good partner !!!!!!
The Team of Hindustan Cargo Ltd.

By Muhammad Hassan @ Excel Freight Systems
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MEMBERS NEWS
CHINA
DAYSUN EXPRESS (BEIJING) LTD.

INDIA
WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

NEW GENERAL MANAGER FOR DAYSUN EXPRESS

INAUGURATION OF NEW BRANCH
Worldwide Logistics-India proudly announce the inauguration of a new
branch in Vishakapatnam (known as
Vizag) on 1st November 2008. Port of
Visakhapatnam is the Gateway to
the East Coast of India. It plays a crucial role as the middle point distribution
base for Southern, Eastern, Central and
Northern states of India.

Daysun Express (Beijing) Ltd. is pleased to announce that Mr. Saul Wu
With the addition of a new branch in Vizag we have increased our
will join Daysun Express (Beijing) Ltd. as General Manger as of Februoffices network in India in order to cater to the requirements of our
ary 1st, 2009.
Network Partners and Customers. Contact details furnished below:
Mr. Saul Wu is very experienced veteran in freight forwarding indusWORLD WIDE LOGISTICS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
try. In 1990, he joined EAS Beijing (Now, Kerry EAS), China’s first J.V.
DAR-UL-FATEH BUILDING , FIRST FLOOR,
freight forwarder, as a staff with air export department. Then, he was
DOOR NO.24-4-11A , HARBOUR APPROACH ROAD
promoted as branch manger in EAS Qingdao office.
VISAKHAPATNAM - 530 001
In 1996, he was relocated at Guangzhou as Branch Manager. He had
worked in Hong Kong EAS for 7 years as Director and Assistant General Manager. His last position with EAS was Deputy General Manager of the Southern China Division of Kerry EAS until 2005.

STATE : ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
TEL : +91 891 6630005 & 6630006

Contact Person :
Mr. BHASKAR - SALES MANAGER
He started up a new organization in Guangzhou for CTS (China Travel Mobile : +91 9003012090
Service) Group specializing in freight forwarding business and served EMAIL ID : bhaskar@go2wwl.com
as General Manager for one (1) year.
Mr.DEBENDRA NATH SAHU - ASSISTANT MANAGER
The most exciting career experience of Mr. Saul Wu was that he Mobile : +91 9393777169
joined UPS Olympic team and served as Athlete Village Operation
EMAIL ID : all.vizag@go2wwl.com
Manager of Beijing 2008 Olympics Games logistics service from June
2007 to October 2008. The performance of his team won high recogPHILIPPINES
nition and appreciation of the International Olympic Committee.
FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS PHILS., INC.
His rich experiences with the industry will promote Daysun’ s performance to a new height. Although the world is suffering the “cold
weather” from the financial crisis, China, the world largest developing
Francis Rey Angeles is Feta Freight
Systems Phils. new Director starting
country, is still maintaining the momentum of economic growth.
January 2009. He recently graduated
The import and export businesses in China will recover soon and world
Majoring in Mathematics with specialiwill recover from the economic recession sooner or later. With positive
zation in Computer Applications at De
outlook of our industry, we are strengthening our management team,
La Salle University. Apart from being
instead of whittling down talents.
an outstanding student during his college days, he is also into sports and
With 6 years development in Beijing, Daysun needs to expand its busimusic.
ness presence in other cities across China, to be able to serve their
customers at home and abroad better.
He has just started taking courses in
With Mr. Saul Wu joining Daysun Express, they will be at better position to set up their domestic network, reinforce their sales team and
optimize the internal operation and management.
You may reach Mr. Saul Wu by sending your communications through
his email address wusong@daysunlogistics.com.cn or by mobile phone
(++86-13621293038). Your full support to Daysun Express’ new
General Manager will be much appreciated.
Mr. Peter Zhu will keep the position as Chairman of the Board of Daysun Express (Beijing) Ltd.

Freight Forwarding at the Aircargo
Forwarders of the Philippines Training
& Development Center. He hopes to
learn all there is to master so that he
Francis Angeles
may play an important role in the running of Feta Freight Systems Phils., Inc. in the very near future. In the
meantime, he involves himself day-to-day in the sales, operations and
finance activities of the company with hands on learning as his foremost objective. Francis is the youngest son of Dan Angeles, FFSI’s
Chief Operating Officer.
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MEMBERS NEWS
AUSTRALIA
INTERNATIONAL CARGO SOLUTIONS PTY. LTD.
ICS AUSTRALIA MOVING FORWARD
International Cargo Solutions [ICS] is a dynamic Supply Chain service
operator providing quality products to prime Australian business entities from multinational status through strong SME’S. Our prime operating principal of complete client satisfaction is fully reflected by the
commitment and knowledge of our staff, our strategic global partners
and our B2B electronic programs.
ICS is a long term dedicated FFSI member who works with many fellow
member companies in providing seamless global support to their routings as well as providing reciprocal business from our consignee controlled transactions.
Over the past 10 years ICS have implemented market excellence services which have assisted in the substantial growth encountered in all
ICS facilities. These offerings continue to set us apart from the rest.
The ICS national network presents quality services that fully support
our clients trading plans through our “Global Cargo Management”
programs that provide full end to end integrated logistic packages
which can also be used in modular form.
Located in all major trading cities across the massive continent that
constitutes Australia we have total coverage into every town and city
that may constitute a destination or origin point for your customer.
ICS offices located in Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney employ
over 100 highly professional operators all fully trained today as well
as partaking in the ICS national “continuing professional development”
programs that ensure that our people are always conversant with the
latest technologies and systems.
All of our stations provide the full spectrum of Supply Chain products
including Forwarding, Warehousing, Customs Clearance, Transport,
Integrated Logistics and Projects.
Here’s a little cameo of the various ICS stationsICS BrisbaneICS Brisbane is a highly professional Freight Forwarder and Customs
Broker well versed in handling all international logistic moves with the
greatest degree of personalised service.

ICS MelbourneMelbourne is a prime trading location in Australia and as such the ICS
office is well placed to provide service excellence to both the import
and export community.
As experts in global logistics ICS Melbourne is committed to developing Supply Chain strategies for our customers utilising our extensive
network linking the world’s major markets.
Glenn Murdoch and his crew
of highly credentialed professionals have a history of
long term customer relationships by providing a very
personal quality service.
They are ready to assist !!
ICS PerthPerth is a young vibrant city and this vibrancy carries through to Trent
Thornett’s experienced team of highly professional Supply Chain operators.
Western Australia is the hub of Australia’s mining industry and as such
imports into the state continue to grow rapidly.
ICS Perth is far more than just a Freight Forwarder, we endeavour to
tailor a logistics solution to
allow our customers to run
and grow their businesses.
Our Perth office has added
local trucking expertise giving ICS Perth one of the largest trucking fleets in the market.
They could be your answer !!
ICS SydneyThe ICS Sydney office was established 25 years ago and as an indication of their ability many of their early customers are still with them
today.

A dynamic team under the control of Anna Szigetvary which provides
highly efficient products to their extensive client base.

With a strong Customs Clearance background allied with a strong
Freight Forwarding team headed by Paul Sheldon, customers enjoy
superb end to end global services.

ICS is in the forefront of proficient Brisbane Forwarding/
Brokers having over many
years built an enviable market reputation.

The quality of the ICS Sydney staff is paramount and
aligns fully to the national
high standards set by all ICS
employees.

In addition to their superior
standard services ICS Brisbane has a particularly
strong Projects Division.

The Sydney operation has
become a leading player in
a highly competitive marketplace.

Try them today !!

Ready and Waiting !!
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FFSI SUB-COMMITTEES
Finance & Membership
Francis Ng / Chairman
Email :
ffs@netvigator.com
Publicity & Research and Development
Dan Angeles / Executive Director / COO
Email :
dangeles@ffsintl.net
Sales & Marketing
Chris Waterson / Managing Director
Email :
WatersonC@ContractForwarding.co.za
Services (Disputes/Irregularities)
Lawrence Low / Executive Director
Email :
lawrencelow@uafsin.com.sg

THANK YOU FOR SUBMITTING
ALL 2008 AR REPORTS ON TIME
BRAZIL
Elotrans Transportes Internacionais Ltda.
CAMBODIA
Intra Company
CROATIA
Intereuropa Ltd. Co.
CZECH REPUBLIC
M&M Militzer & Munch CS
GERMANY
Hamann International GmbH Spedition
HONG KONG
AGI Logistics (HK) Ltd.
HONG KONG
Flynt International Forwarders Ltd.
MADAGASCAR
Rogers Logistics Ltd.
NETHERLANDS
VCK Air B.V.
PHILIPPINES
Feta Freight Systems Phils., Inc.
POLAND
M&M Air Cargo Services Polska S.A.
ROMANIA
M&M Militzer & Munch Romania SRL
TAIWAN
Feta Freight Systems (Taiwan) Ltd.
THAILAND
Feta Freight Systems (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
UNITED KINGDOM
Wilgo Freight Services Limited

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR FFSI WEBSITE ?
PUBLIC PAGES
1. World Map (FFSI Global Network)
2. Photo Gallery
3. About Us FFSI Background
Our Vision & Mission
Board of Directors
4. FFSI Network Offices
5. How to Join Membership & Fees
Membership Criteria
Benefits of FFSI Membership
Online Application
Guidelines to Applicant
6. FFSI eNews
7. Conferences & Meetings Registration
8. Latest FFSI Members

www.ffsintl.net

MEMBERS’ ONLY PAGES
1. FFSI Manual General Information
Information on FFSI Organization
FFSI Constitution
Standard Procedures
Information by Network Offices
2. Company Information Company Offices
Company Manual
User Accounts & Staffs
3. Reports Top Gun
Accounts Receivable Reports
Performance Appraisal Reports
4. Surveys
5. Agency Finder
6. Email Center
7. Marketing & Company Presentations
8. Online Meeting Scheduler

The FFSI website is an integrated and interactive information resource that provides almost
all of the network services that are available
to FFSI Members. Most of our present members do not realize that they are using less
than 40% of its features. Did you know, for
instance, that you can update your own Company Manual anytime you need to, online?
Did you know that you can make broadcast
announcements to the entire FFSI Network
whenever you need to make important information available to everyone? Did you know
that the Website User’s Manual is accessible
online?
You can know more about your website and
ask questions or give suggestions for its further improvement by joining any of the 6 small
group sessions scheduled at the 28th FFSI
Worldwide Conference. You can book your
attendance online using your Meeting Scheduler, NOW.
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“FFSI - LOCAL KNOWLEDGE, GLOBAL COVERAGE”

FETA FREIGT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS—HONG KONG
Address : Newport Centre, Phase 2, Flat 1-3
3/F., 116 Ma Tau Kok Road
Tokwawan, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Telephone : (852) 26276000
Fax
: (852) 27640664
Contact : Francis Ng, Chairman
(Mobile: (852) 9482 4625)
E-mail
: francisng@flynt.com.hk
ffs@netvigator.com
Contact : Ada Lai, Secretary General
(E-mail: ada@flynt.com.hk)
Polly Chan, Co-ordinator
(E-mail: polly@flynt.com.hk)
NETWORK SERVICES OFFICE—PHILIPPINES
Address : Gedcor Square, Suite 6, Irasan Street
Corner Ninoy Aquino Avenue
Parañaque City, Philippines 1700
Telephone : (63) 2 8206355
Fax
: (63) 2 8292752
Contact : Dan Angeles, Chief Operating Officer
(Mobile: (63) 920-9082404)
E-mail
: dangeles@ffsi.info, dangeles@ffsintl.net
Contact : Joy Mortel, Network Services Administrator
(E-mail: jmortel@ffsintl.net, jmortel@ffsi.info)
Mike Garcia, Network Systems Administrator
(E-mail: mgarcia@ffsintl.net)

MANAGING DIRECTOR OFFICE—SOUTH AFRICA
Address : 49 Director Road, Aeroport, Spartan Ext 2
Kempton Park 1620,
Johannesburg, South Africa
Telephone : (2711) 3922002
Fax
: (2711) 3922544
Contact : Chris Waterson, Managing Director
E-mail
: watersonc@contractforwarding.co.za

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL (FFSI ) is a global network of freight forwarding companies rendering the full spectrum of transport services including multimodal, logistics and other specialised cargo handling related activities.
FETA was organised in 1982 by a group of Far East Asia-based freight forwarders with
the objective of seeking reliable, aggressive and locally managed companies to form a
strong strategic global network of alliances. In 1989, a core of FETA members incorporated FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Its objective is to form strong strategic alliances with prospective parties in potential
countries trading under a unique name called FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS. They will cater to
the challenges of a globalising industry by offering the highest level of international
freight forwarding and logistics services to the customers.
Any qualified forwarder who wants to develop and expand their network can be part
of FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL

We’re on the web:
www.ffsintl.net

FFSI CODE OF ETHICS
1. MAINTAIN HONESTY, INTEGRITY AND CONSISTENCY.
2. COMPLETE TASKS AND OBJECTIVES ON TIME AND KEEP TO YOUR PROMISES .
3. REACH DECISIONS AFTER EFFECTIVE OPEN COMMUNICATION, LISTENING & CONSULTATION.
4. UNDERSTAND, TOLERATE AND RESPECT CULTURAL, RELIGIOUS AND OTHER DIFFERENCES.
5. ADD VALUE TO ALL YOUR PARTNERS.
6. PROMOTE A STRONG TEAM SPIRIT.
7. LEARN FROM MISTAKES.
8. BE INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE; TAKE THE INITIATIVE.
9. CELEBRATE SUCCESS.
10. TO DISPLAY, EXPLAIN AND ENDORSE THIS CODE OF ETHICS TO ALL COMPANY STAFF

